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To optimize the effects of this treatment, please pay particular attention to the 
ritual of care, by following the weekly schedule below.

Clean the face with the CLEANSING FOAM.
Apply the ADVANCED UNIFYING NIGHT 1, on the entire face and neck 
Then apply the ADVANCED ACTIVATOR NIGHT 2, in a small amount on the face 
and neck, avoiding the outline of the eyes and lips.
Finally, spread the REGENERATING EYE CREAM around the eyes, paying 
particular attention to the crow's feet with a generous layer.
(You can even apply it on the lips it will provide a very deep hydration)

Clean the face with the CLEANSING FOAM.
Use the REGENERATING EYE CREAM, generously, paying particular attention to 
the crow’s feet.
Apply the HYDRACTIVE DAY CREAM over the entire face and neck, in case of 
dryness you can renew the application several times a day according to your 
needs.
In case of daily exposure to the sun, use the sun protection DAY LONG 50+, by 
applying it on the HYDRACTIVE DAY CREAM over the entire face and neck.

Every morning

Day 1

Morning

Evening

At the beginning of the treatment, 
the ACTIVATOR CONCENTRATE SOLUTION, by boosting the stimulation may 
cause redness and dryness reaction on the skin, 
These side effects will disappear during the treatment progress.

The effectiveness  of the treatment  depends  on the regularity  of use because  in 
three  to four weeks , the skin will begin  showing  visible  improvements  as it gets 
used to the daily stimulation. 
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Clean the face with the CLEANSING FOAM.
Gently swab the ACTIVATOR CONCENTRATE SOLUTION with a cotton pad on 
the face and neck, (only and locally on microcysts).
Apply the ADVANCED UNIFYING NIGHT 1, on the entire face and neck 
Then apply the ADVANCED ACTIVATOR NIGHT 2, in a small amount on the face 
and neck, avoiding the outline of the eyes and lips .
Finally, spread the REGENERATING EYE CREAM around the eyes, paying 
particular attention to the crow's feet with a generous layer .
(You can even apply it on the lips it will provide a very deep hydration)

Clean the face with the CLEANSING FOAM.
Gently swab the ACTIVATOR CONCENTRATE SOLUTION with a cotton pad on 
the face and neck, avoiding the outline of the eyes and lips.
Apply the ADVANCED UNIFYING NIGHT 1, on the entire face and neck 
Then apply the ADVANCED ACTIVATOR NIGHT 2, in a small amount on the face 
and neck, avoiding the outline of the eyes and lips.
Finally, spread the REGENERATING EYE CREAM around the eyes, paying 
particular attention to the crow's feet with a generous layer.
(You can even apply it on the lips it will provide a very deep hydration)

Day 2

Day 3

4

Clean the face with the CLEANSING FOAM.
Gently spread the REGENERATING EYE CREAM around the eyes, paying 
particular attention to the crow's feet with a generous layer.
Finally, apply the HYDRACTIVE DAY CREAM over the entire face and neck.

Day 4

5 Day 5 1 Day 1same as

6 Day 6 2 Day 2same as

7 Day 7 4 Day 4same as

RECOMMANDATION
During the first two weeks in the beginning of the treatment, redness and dryness 
reaction may appear temporarily, due of the stimulation of cellular metabolism. In    
case of discomfort, you can replace the evening ritual with the HYDRACTIVE CREAM.  



List Of Productsالئحــة المنتوجــات

Activator Concentrate Solution

Regenerating Eye Cream

Hydractive Cream
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